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High above the planet Florinia, the Squires of Sark live in unimaginable wealth and comfort. Down in

the eternal spring of the planet, however, the native Florinians labor ceaselessly to produce the

precious kyrt that brings prosperity to their Sarkite masters. Rebellion is unthinkable and impossible.

Living among the workers of Florinia, Rik is a man without a memory or a past. He has been

abducted and brainwashed. Barely able to speak or care for himself when he was found, Rik is

widely regarded as a simpleton by the worker community where he lives. But as his memories begin

to return, Rik finds himself driven by a cryptic message he is determined to deliver: everyone on

Florinia is doomed the Currents of Space are bringing destruction. But if the planet is evacuated, the

power of Sark will end so some would finish the job and would kill the messenger. The fate of the

galaxy hangs in the balance. "
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It's actually nice to finally be able to read this novel. I bought the darn thing probably around fifteen

years ago when I was a teenager and on an Asimov kick. What I didn't realize at the time was that it

was the only novel in the Empire series in print. Being slightly picky about such things (and probably

not totally realizing that the novels aren't all that related) I tried to order the other two, failed, and

then put this volume aside for quite some time. Eventually due to the magic of the Internet, I was

able to find used copies of the other two and I was able to satisfy my strange urge to read them all

in a row.Was it worth it? Actually, it was. I'm glad that I read it after the first two volumes because

there's such an uptick in . . . I won't say "quality" because all three are decent but however you want



to quantify the elusive factor known as "knowing what you're doing." Inspiration, maybe? That could

be it. This one feels more inspired.After a beginning where a scientist predicts that a planet will be

destroyed to someone who not only openly scoffs but then proceeds to drug and mindwipe the poor

guy, we're shifted to the world of Florina, ruled by Sark. Upon arriving we discover worker Rik, who

was mysteriously found in a field a year ago knowing little more than a baby did and slowly putting

himself back together and learning basic skills. Until more than basic science skills come back to

him, kicking off a search that threatens to drag every conceivable faction into the mess.Of all the

Empire novels, this one shows off Asimov's sometimes underrated skill at building intensity,

something that we only really saw in the early Robot novels.
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